Introduction
Examination is a set of questions, problems, or the like, used as a mean of evaluating the
knowledge, abilities, skills, or performance of an individual or a group.
Examinations constitute a fundamental aspect of the teaching and learning process, both
in traditional courses as well as E-learning environments, as they provide the necessary
information to adapt and improve the activities of teachers and students.
The frequent use of the evaluation systems can favour the development and the
strengthening of the meta-cognitive abilities in the students, but may also behave
excessive efforts and costs.

Problem/Gap
The traditional examinations with pen and paper (PPT) involve a long trial that must be
repeated for every test and it is particularly liable to human errors as a results of,
preparation, printing on paper, distribution, execution, submission, evaluation, delivery
of results and filing.
As flexible and online learning mediated by ICT becomes more pervasive, there
is a growing need for educators to consider modes of assessment using similar tools.
Computer Based Test (CBT) is an effective solution for mass education evaluation.
Though, a variety of e-assessment approaches and systems have been developed in
recent times, yet lack of flexible timing functionality to automatically log-off candidates
upon expiration of allotted time, result integrity comprise, standalone deployment,
lack of flexibility, robustness and scalability as well as human error are major
limitations of the existing platforms.

Our Solution
In a fast changing digital world, exams bodies are rapidly converting the mode of taking
their exams from paper-and-pencil test programs to computer-based test (CBT)
programs, to afford them more flexibility, security, speed and accuracy of test results
(without human influence and/or bias).
At Soft-Apps Solutions Concepts, we offer a wide range of professional services in
proffering and deploying a flexible and scalable CBT system which includes but to
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limited to assisting with the design of your assessment system, creation, deployment
and operations of your custom CBT solution.

SmartExam - SMEX
SmartExam (SMEX) is an Automated Testing Software also known as Computer Based
Assessment (CBA), Computer Based Testing (CBT) and E-exam to simplify the
evaluation process for schools, recruiting firms as well as private and public
organizations, allowing teachers and examiners to create, distribute and manage exams,
tests and quizzes.
Once installed on a server and connected to your computer network (LAN or WiFi),
SMEX can be used as a normal Internet Website via a common Web browser (e.g., Google
Chrome, Mozilla Firefox or Internet Explorer).
Compared to the traditional Pen-and-Paper Testing (PPT), SMEX simplifies the process
of evaluation reducing costs and improving quality and reliability of the exams.

Key Features
The design philosophy behind the SMEX was to create a world-class exam management
solution.
 Flexibility and Configurability: The SMEX software has been engineered to offer a
high grade of adaptability to a variety of utilization scenarios. Numerous configuration
parameters allow modelling SMEX to fit your needs and the system can be expanded
to include new functionalities.
 Platform Independent: SMEX is Web-based and developed with PHP programming
language, HTML5, CS3, JQuery, Apache Web server and MySQL Database
Management. Part of SMEX's attraction is that it can be installed on almost any server
that can run PHP, including Windows systems, Mac OS X, Unix and Solaris.
No additional commercial or expensive software is required to run SMEX. This gives
SMEX great installation flexibility in existing environments (i.e. a PC on a school
computer room or a commercial remote Web-Server).
Its User-friendly interface allows you to install and use SMEX by simply connecting
one cable to the switch of your computer network. All the computers on the network
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will be able to use SMEX independently from the client's operating system, with no
need to install any additional software or plug-in.
 Results and Statistics: SMEX outputs a variety of result pages, enabling various
selection filters and providing numerous statistical indexes. Results can be exported for
filing or reworking. Electronic filing offers evident advantages, among which a sensible
saving of paper and space.
Examinees can be immediately informed of their results at the end of the test. The
results can automatically be sent via email to each examinee.
 Unique Tests: In SMEX, questions are grouped into category and subjects. SMEX can
store an unlimited number of modules. Each category can contain an unlimited number
of subjects. Each subject can contain an unlimited number of questions and each
question with number of alternative answers.
SMEX can generate unique tests for each user by randomly selecting and ordering
questions and alternative answers. This feature drastically reduces or eliminates the
chances of cheating on the test.
 Security: SMEX use SSL (Secure Socket Layer) encryption to guarantee a secure
communication through non secure channels (as Internet).
The Public area and the Administration area of SMEX are physically separated in the
filesystem. SMEX includes various authentication systems to discriminate the access to
the various sections (user /password, IP address).
The test time is kept by the server. At the end of the allowed time the test is
automatically closed.
 Backup: SMEX allows you to backup your exam files in the case of system breakdown.
The backup is easy as just clicking a button. Files can be saved to drive or disk.
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Financial Implication
Plan A
Basic
(1 Year License)

Cost

Local Deployment
3 Months Free
Support

Premium
(5 Years License)

Cost

Local Deployment
₦150,000.00

6 Months Free
Support

Life
(Full License)

Cost

Local Deployment
₦250,000.00

1 Year Free
Support

₦500,000.00

Plan B
Basic
(1 Year License)

Cost

Local and Web
Deployment
Email to
Examinees

Premium
(5 Years License)
Local and Web
Deployment

Email to
₦220,000.00 Examinees

3 Months Free
Support

Life
(Full License)

Cost

Local and Web
Deployment

Cost
₦500,000.00

Email to
₦350,000.00 Examinees

6 Months Free
Support

1 Year Free
Support

with
50,000
yearly
maintenance

Plan C
Custom
Design and
development to
suit your exact
needs

Cost

To be discussed

Project Timeline
The deployment and configuration of SMEX would take approximately 1 week.

Who we are
Soft-Apps Solutions Concepts (SASC) is an IT Solutions and Consulting Company with
years of experience in providing businesses with Web and Mobile Application
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Development, Websites Development, IT Outsourcing, IT Support and IT Consulting.
At Soft-Apps Solutions Concepts, we hold one goal above all others: 100% client
satisfaction.
“Digitalizing Human thoughts and activities”, we pride ourselves in providing the very
best personalized solutions for our customers to achieve their goals. We work closely
with each client to ensure a long and prosperous relationship. Our dedicated team of
highly experienced app developers and consultants have successfully completed a
number of projects for various sectors and business domains.

Why Choose SASC
If you’re too busy worrying about technology to focus on running your business, you
should know there’s a better way.
1. We Care - We care for our clients' business as our business. We think and act like
business partners, not just as advisors. We share our clients' aspirations, work to
understand their reality, and align our incentives with their objectives, so they know
we're in this together.
2. In-depth knowledge - With in-depth knowledge of our clients’ industries, we know
the business needs and technology challenges they face. The values and expectations
we set for ourselves allow us to surpass our competitors. Efficiency and attention to
detail give us an in-depth understanding of what solutions and services would be best
benefited by the client.
3. Team of Experts - By outsourcing the management, maintenance and support of your
business IT to Soft-Apps Solutions Concepts, you can finally take the stress out of
using the technology your business counts on every day. With a customized IT
solution from our team of experts, you’ll finally begin to think of your technology as
a strategic investment, rather than a constant drain on your time and resources.
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Who we’ve delivered for (just a few)

Recent Projects (just a few)
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Our Team
Team Lead: Niyi ALIMI
Niyi has over 4 years’ experience working in the IT industry with an impressive blend
of technical expertise and people skills.
With experience working with Neptune Software Limited, one of the leading financial
software company in Nigeria, and international experience with Secure Information
Technology, and Marka Holding PJSC in United Arab Emirates, Niyi places his highest
priority on clients’ success and he approaches every project with high-energy, fresh eyes,
and a strong desire to exceed client expectations.
He’s a graduate of Computer Science from Ekiti State University, Ado-Ekiti and has
boundless energy and positivity and he gets way too excited about anything tech.
Chief Technology Officer: Nathaniel ADENIRAN
Nathaniel is a determined, enthusiastic, creative and extremely imaginative software
developer with myriads of works in his portfolio. As a Software Developer, Nathaniel is
an expert in web and mobile application development. In addition to his work in
interactive design,
Nathaniel is a graduate of Computer Science from LAUTECH, he leads the development
and production phases of web and mobile projects and ensures that SACS’s
development practices follow the best standards of usability.
Content Developer: Mutiu OGUNWALE
Mutiu designs super rad graphics. He’s always been interested in creative challenges.
Mutiu studied Economics back in his degree days, but he has since moved onto graphic
designs and website development, where he couldn’t be happier.
Consistently focused on learning and being involved in the social community, Mutiu is
personally invested in every project he works on, without a doubt.
I.T Assistants
-Ajileye Folagbae
-Kareem Babatunde
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Contact information
Niyi ALIMI
Project Lead Soft-Apps Solutions Concepts
Email: info@softappsolution.com
Phone: +234 9060 2330 17
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